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Why are we here?

Diet is a top contributor to health outcomes everywhere
oNo health transformation without food systems 

transformation 

Case studies from nutrition, food systems and 
agriculture offer insights on how geopolitics, commercial 
determinants and equity play out and intersect over time



Reframing ‘normal’ as problematic is a key marketing 
strategy 
• New parents may be concerned about maturing baby behaviours

• CMF marketing frames normal maturing behaviours as ‘something is 
wrong’ – pathological – or mothers are inadequate
- ”If you are not sure whether you have enough milk…”

- “If your infant has a rash or cries or possets or is unsettled… maybe they have 
an allergy”

     and offer products as solutions

• “Selling peace of mind”… certainty of quantity of milk consumed

Breastfeeding: crucially important, but increasingly 
challenged in a market-driven world 

Pérez-Escamilla et al. Lancet 2022



• Multi-faceted
• Sophisticated
• Agile
• Well-resourced (powerful)
• Sustained
• Self-reinforcing

Resourced to turn the birth 
of an infant and the care of 
parents into a business 
opportunity…

Marketing of commercial milk formula: a system to capture 
parents, communities, science, and policy

Rollins  et al. Lancet 2022



DIVERSE BODIES OF RESEARCH DEMONSTRATE THE INTERPLAY OF COMMERCIAL 
INTERESTS, TRADE, LOBBYING AND MONEY
The CMF industry, markets and 
food systems

Trade policy, regulation and 
Corporate lobbying

Environmental 
impacts

Economic 
impacts

Baker  et al. Lancet 2022



Policy and investment Advertisements 
and digital

International
Regulatory bodies

Health workers and 
health systems

A comprehensive understanding of marketing tactics highlights where and how geopolitical 
interests play out

WHERE DOES GEO-POLITICS FIT IN?

Rollins  et al. Lancet 2022



Food and agriculture:   Many political economy challenges to policy 
reform necessary to deliver multiple outcomes from food systems 

Sugar tax….

…or sugar jobs? 
Kenyan farmers advocate for food 

sovereignty, feminism, & ending GBV

US farmers lobby for  climate action and 
racial justice in 2023 Farm Bill 

Food systems are not only about foodInternal competing interests

European farmers feel targeted 
as climate culprits 

Dutch concerns resonate in Canada 

Political landscapes changing



A (Geo) Political Economy Lens is Critical to Transform Food 
Systems

 The ability to reconcile trade-offs depends on whether 
there is conflict among interests or values and 
ideas 
 Coalitions are essential but can fracture, calcify, or

transform in unexpected ways
 Divergent preferences can be reconciled through 

strategic policy design and savvy framing that appeal 
to multiple stakeholders simultaneously 
 Adaptation and implementation requires matching 

policy instruments with capacities and 
institutional settings, and avoiding “isomorphic 
mimicry” 
 Food superheroes versus villains dichotomies 

impede progress on reforms
Resnick & Swinnen, 2023



Globally and regionally:  Crisis of multilateralism and growth of 
multi-stakeholderism raise new geopolitical considerations

oConsensus decisions more fraught in 
multilateral bodies with different pressures 
to transform them

o Intergovernmental decision-making, 
including on agriculture, clustering into 
regional and economic groups 

oGrowing emphasis on stakeholder 
participation that does not obligate 
intergovernmental commitments or 
accountability

Resnick & Swinnen, 2023



Diverse global fora have discussed SDG2 since 2015, 
but…

 >20 global events where 
SDG 2 has been 
discussed since 2015

 >50% are UN events
 Events are mostly annual
 >100 commitment/ 

decision documents 
analyzed against a 
framework for scaling up 
impact 

 Global commitments to 
act have not matched 
commitments to 
specific actions, 
financing or 
accountability 

Global 
fora and 
events

Zorbas et al, 2024 (forthcoming)



Key messages 

No health transformation without food systems transformation 
Case studies from food, agriculture and nutrition offer strong 

examples of how geopolitics and commercial determinants [and 
equity!] play out and intersect over time
oLong history of breastfeeding and commercial milk formula

Global efforts need to change fast to be fit-for-the-future and 
truly public good oriented in impact 
Political economy and within that, the role of geopolitics, is a 

key consideration and needs much more attention in research 
and policymaking at all levels
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